
Book Review: Uncrashable Dakota by Andy Marino 

The Sky’s the Limit 

The tagline for “Uncrashable Dakota” reads: “Who can keep the most 

magnificent airship in the world from falling out of the sky?” Enticing 

enough and, in the novel, author Andy Marino steampunks one of the 

most well-known historical events with modern-day invention through 

highly unconventional means. It’s 1912, and excitement fills the air. 

Publicized as “uncrashable,” the Wendell Dakota is unveiled: a titanic airship powered by beetles 

that become buoyant after ingesting moonshine-soaked tree sap.  

Just prior to its maiden voyage, 13-year old Hollis Dakota, heir 

to Dakota Aeronautics, makes a mess of the christening, 

opening the opportunity for failure, or so believes the young 

man. Once in the air, the ship is hijacked, and Hollis’ mother 

Lucy is kidnapped. Hollis, his step-brother Rob, assistant 

beetle-keeper Delia, and steerage passengers Maggie and 

Chester disregard their class differences as they become 

unlikely allies in their effort to retake the ship. They scour the 

deepest, darkest and loudest bridges, decks and holds of the ship 

to their attempt to find Lucy and prevent the ship from crashing. 

Occasional chapters covering “The History of Flight in 

America” pop up between the action aboard the Wendell 

Dakota, providing a necessary-but-slightly-invasive telling of 

the development of flight. Nevertheless, the battle to stay 

airborne while spoiling the hijacker’s plans will have readers 

cheering. Inspired by Walter Lord’s classic, “A Night to 

Remember,” this adventure novel features a girl inventor, the 

fun and quirkiness of science, and a mash-up of history.  ̶  Jeanne E. Fredriksen 

_ _ _ _ _ 

Uncrashable Dakota by Andy Marino.  Henry Holt and Company, LLC: New York. 2013. 

Macteenbooks.comandy-marino.com. 320 pages. Ages 12 and up. This review first appeared in 

shorter form in Booklist magazine and then in this form in The Rolesville Buzz newspaper. 
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